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I am a former professional rugby player now
based between North America and France who
turned into an entrepreneur with a thousand
projects, passionate about sport, the media and
transmission.

As a producer, lecturer, teacher, columnist and
strategy consultant, my aim is to show that it is
possible to do things that have never been done
before.
Dynamic and committed, I manage my projects
with the same boldness that led me to become
the creator and producer of the documentary
project "La Transition".



 I am an entrepreneur with a thousand
projects and I want to inspire a community
that, like me, will take up the challenge of
redefining the word possible. Through my
actions in the sports, media or academic
fields, I characterize myself as a real agent
of change and I aspire to have an impact.

I am an ideator passionate about
entrepreneurship.MY
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Proud ambassador
of iconic brands
Trek and Castelli,
my role is inclusive.

I want to embody
the values   of
sharing and
surpassing oneself.
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- Creator & Producer of the documentary “Au bout de
l’effort” Canal+

-Producer & columnist for my show "La Transition"
broadcast on Radio-Canada Sports

-Author Amazon certified: Winner's Mindset: Peak
Performance Strategies for Success

-Sponsor Business School Sports management Amos
(Campus Lyon France) 2022-2023

-Speaker Masterclass HEC Montreal

- UNHCR “grassroot” initiative speaker

-Expert in entrepreneurial research with the Research
Chair (Publication) of the University of Montreal

-Program: Direction Prdouction Warner Bross Discovery
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BEIN SPORTS L'EQUIPE
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